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Effective brainstorming 
depends on using a very 

proven creative process… 
not just getting together 
around cold pizza and 

warm drinks and asking 
if anyone has an idea!
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The only thing that really matters when pitching a new client, a new
idea or an agency initiative is capturing your audience’s attention … 
and hanging on to it!

A lot of agency presentations are completely predictable, filled with
recycled insights, ‘integrated services’ and the usual agency buzz words. 

 If you want to reach your audience, you must have something important
to say that you are passionate about. Genuine passion will attract 
genuine attention … that will lead to action.  

“We had Marilyn develop the agenda and then host not one but two Storytelling 
sessions for the Viacom Media Networks Music and Entertainment group. 
We were so impressed with her approach to presentations and storytelling for 
the first meeting with more senior staff, that we then had her construct another 
session for the youngsters in our team. The feedback was phenomenal from our 
team and better yet, the actual results of their learnings turned into much better,
well-thought out work.” - Dario Spina, EVP, Integrated Marketing, Viacom 
Media Networks, Music and Entertainment

Through this high-energy hands-on session delegates will learn and 
apply sales and storytelling strategies that will knock your socks off!
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Every great team has
a sparkplug, a unique
energy source, an active
ingredient... someone 
who helps to give the
team a personality. For
Barefoot Brainstorming,
that someone is Marilyn
Barefoot. Classically trained
in tier one companies like
Coca-Cola, McDonald’s
Genreal Mills, Nike and 
Microsoft, Marilyn combines
a wickedly smart and 
analytical brain with
an intuitive gut.

Marilyn is obsessive about
originality. A hands-on leader, 
Marilyn’s high-voltage sessions
lead to powerful results. 
Marilyn is the one who 
inspires teams to look at
every client project as an
opportunity to be original.

Sales & 
Storytelling Strategies
That Will Knock
Your Socks Off!

Emotion is the fast lane
to the brain. How to connect
with your audience through

powerful storytelling.

The 9 steps
to effective

story structure.

12 incredibly
simple steps to selling

your ideas.


